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Introduction
Bringing you the best five-finger fucking from the country of France, French Fisting is a website
devoted to whore who hope their lovers are willing to give their holes a bit of elbow-grease as they
shove their hand deep into their gaping cunt. It's a quality site that will have your dick shouting 'Viva La
Fist!'

Adult Review
French whores have been celebrated around the world for their sexual depravity and willingness to have their holes put to full
use. When you take the free preview of French Fisting you'll see plenty of sexy young ladies getting as loose as they can so
their costars can cram all five fingers knuckle by knuckle deep into their sloppy wet holes!
  
  You haven't really fisted a girl if you can still see your thumb right? In more than 35 scenes filmed in 640x480 resolution
these Babes take all five fingers deep in their fucking cunts. Watch French Fisting the way it was meant to be seen... with
men wearing these porn starlets like they were soaking wet hand-puppets!
  
  The site also features plenty of photo sets and network access to all of the Included Sites on the right side of this review. So,
after watching a French cunt get fisted you can get into a lot of other perversions as well with your membership pass.
  
  The 3 day trial gives you cheap access but it isn't unlimited so do your dick a favor and go for the full monthly instead. You
want whores who take all five fingers... you should be ready to get full access from them if you expect them to give full
access to your hand!

Porn Summary
French Fisting is one of the few authentic full-hand fucking sites on the web. Take the free preview and see for yourself,
these Euro-Skanks take it up to the wrist and try their best to slide all the way down to your elbow. It's very fucking sexy!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Quality fisting content with a French feel to it...'
Quality: 84  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 82
Support: 81 Unique: 90    Taste: 85        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Extreme, Fetish, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.95 Preview: 3 Days for $5.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Monthly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 37
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